Felix Manuel Centeno
June 4, 1946 - November 25, 2017

In tribute to the great soul to ever walk this earth. The patriarch of our family; who spent
his life not only serving his country but also to his loved ones. His love was unconditional
and knew no boundaries. Felix, your loss is more than an absence, its an eternal void that
will never be filled. Those who came into his presence were privileged to make his
acquaintance, to the family he was a lord sent blessing. Honoring an irreplaceable father,
loving husband, amazing grand father, protective son and last but not least endearing
friend. " The fear of death follows from the fear of life. A man who lives fully is prepared
to die at anytime" -Mark Twain. From a man to father your life was spent surrounded by
people who loved him and will carry on your legacy in every breathe that we take till we
meet again.

Comments

“

I will be forever grateful to my father for picking responsibilty for me when i was too
young to do it myself. Due to some poor choices i made when i was just a child
myself. Although we didnt see eye to eye all the time we were able to agree to
disagree. Thanks for raising my daughter and never giving up on her! My last few
days with you were full of laughs and im so glad they were just like that instead of
tears! I know you knew it would be our last time being able to spend time! I must say
you had jokes for days and thats exactly how i will remember you. Love you
FOREVER! May the angels in heaven embrace you and comfort you in the glory
heavens paradise. From your oldest daughter Melissa Ann Centeno

Melissa Centeno - November 28, 2017 at 12:00 AM

“

Our hearts go out to you at this time and in the days ahead. We are sorry we can't be
there with you , we will always remember Felix ! God Bless and many prayers.
Always Freddy Guzman and Family.

Freddy Guzman - November 27, 2017 at 12:00 AM

“

I Felix Manuel Centeno jr , Am humbly submitting a few choosen words dedicated to
my father. Thank God that I was Blessed with the same opportunity as you and your
only sister to have been surrounded by the greatest love that I have and will ever
know given unconditionally from you're parents not only to me but everyone else who
was family and friends. With all the love and Honor that you're mother my
Grandmother taught me I pray with all of soul that my siblings remember never to
forget where it all started in Ramona's Centeno's battle and war to help everyone
overcome may God Bless you as you now rest eternally love always your first child
Felix Manuel centeno jr.

Felix Centeno - November 27, 2017 at 12:00 AM

